Faculty of Land and Food Systems Senior Orientation Leader – UBC Orientations, Centre for Student Involvement and Careers

Imagine UBC and the University’s first year transition programs serve as new students’ formal welcome to the University, an invocation to the learning community that is built on equity and mutual respect. Imagine UBC helps students begin to find a community at UBC, feel supported from their first day on campus and throughout their first year, and provides a beginning to a learning experience that will challenge, stimulate and prepare them to achieve their goals and meet the challenges of our local and global communities.

Imagine UBC is coordinated through the Centre for Student Involvement and Careers within the Vice President, Students’ portfolio working in collaboration with staff, faculty and students from across the University in the development and implementation of the program.

The Senior Orientation Leader position plays an important role in the recruitment, development and oversight of student leaders involved in Imagine UBC. The Senior Orientation Leader provides both direct and indirect peer support to a cohort of first year students.

This volunteer posting is for 6 Senior Orientation Leaders.

Note: Recruitment for other Orientation & Transition Leader roles, including Orientation Leaders and Welcome Team will begin in January 2018.

Primary Functions:

Senior Orientation Leaders in the Faculty of Land and Food Systems have three major functions:

1. **Build and Support an Engaged Community of Orientation Leaders**

   Within each Faculty/School, participating student leaders are placed into groups of approximately 10 people. These teams are led by the Senior Orientation Leader.

   This encompasses:
   - Building and maintaining a respectful environment for others in all University-related activities.
   - Building peer relationships.
   - Modeling professionalism and leadership.
   - Embracing your role as a UBC ambassador for student leadership.
   - Communicating important updates from UBC staff regarding the Orientation and Transition program to your team via email or other social media.
   - Providing support to the development of the student leaders in your team through their summer skill development online training program.
   - Motivating team members to stay engaged for the duration of their roles and to build a successful team!
   - Maintaining contact with your team in Term 1 to support them as they continue to engage with their new-to-UBC students throughout their transition experience.

2. **Imagine UBC Logistical Planning and Delivery**

   All Imagine UBC Senior Orientation Leaders will brainstorm, implement ideas and provide feedback on Orientation & Transition programs.
This encompasses:

- **Providing leadership and active participation as a member of a larger community of student leaders across the UBC Vancouver campus.**
- **Assisting with the facilitation of Orientation Leader recruitment and hiring.**
- **Assisting with the organization of Imagine UBC activities for new-to-UBC and transfer students.**
- **Maintaining proper communication throughout the planning process to ensure successful program delivery.**
- **Support Orientation Leaders and new-to-UBC students during Imagine UBC, responding to questions, helping with activity implementation, and reacting quickly and appropriately if any issues arise.**
- **Support the Staff Advisor for the Faculty of Land and Food Systems on Imagine UBC.**

### 3. Transition Program Delivery

The Faculty of Land and Food Systems Transition Program is designed to support new to UBC students throughout their first term.

This encompasses:

- **Understanding the larger picture of Orientations and Transition at the University and assisting in the implementation of that vision.**
- **Assisting with the implementation of events.**
- **Supporting the ongoing development of Orientation Leader Team (Mar 2018 – Dec 2018).**
- **Assisting in the evaluation of the program and articulating recommendations moving forward.**

### Time Commitment – Senior Orientation Leaders must:

- Attend monthly meetings throughout the academic year and, if in the lower mainland – summer months leading up to Imagine UBC and after Imagine UBC (usually once a month, 1.5-2 hrs, December 2017 to December 2018).
- Attend the UBC Student Leadership Conference on Saturday, January 13, 2018 (all day).
- Attend a three day leadership retreat from January 19 – 21 2018 (all weekend).
- Facilitate Orientation & Transition Leader Recruitment Drive (throughout January/February 2018).
- Assist with the facilitation of Orientation & Transition Leader hiring process (throughout February 2018 – roughly 10 hours).
- Attend Spring Welcome orientation March 24th, 2018 (for all Orientations & Transition Leaders).
- Attend training sessions for role in early September 2018 (likely September 1-3).
- Maintain regular contact (via email, in person meetings, etc.) during the summer with UBC Staff.
- Maintain regular contact (via email, in person meetings, etc.) with your team of Orientation Leaders and facilitate the completion of online learning modules during the summer.
- Provide updates from UBC staff to your leaders.
- Follow up with your team after Imagine UBC.

### Skills and Qualifications required:

**You are:**

- A current undergraduate student in the Faculty of Land and Food Systems
• Able to commit to and follow through with all Senior Orientation Leader required dates and expectations as outlined above.
• Flexible and adaptable to programming changes that may occur depending on needs of incoming new to UBC students.

You are able to:
• Recognize the importance of your role as a positive role model and representative of UBC and the Faculty of Land and Food Systems and actively supports the goals of the Orientation/Transition program
• Demonstrate leadership skills
• Exhibit excellent organizational, communication, and interpersonal skills.
• Adapt to new and challenging experiences with positive mind-set.
• Work independently and as part of a team with students, volunteers, and staff.

You have:
• Knowledge of UBC and volunteer/work experience on campus.
• Knowledge and/or sensitivity to issues affecting students and their transition to Canada and/or UBC
• Previous experience with UBC Orientations as a Leader (an asset but is not required)

Skills and Experiences that you will gain as a result of your involvement as a Senior Orientation Leader:
• Facilitation skills (leading a group of 10-15 peers, leading online learning and reflection, assisting with facilitation of different events and sessions etc).
• Written and oral communication skills (email correspondence, public speaking, etc).
• Time management and organization skills.
• Active listening skills and awareness of the needs of students in transition.
• Problem-solving and trouble-shooting experience.
• Experience working with diverse teams, including peers, staff, and faculty.
• Experience developing creative resources for small and large group facilitation.
• Experience with event planning and event management.

Application Procedure:

Applicants must provide a resume and one-page cover letter detailing why they want to be Senior Orientation Leader and what experiences they will bring to the role. NB: Please name your PDF file with your first name_last name. Example: John_Smith.pdf

Applicants will be notified if they have been short-listed for an interview. Interviews will take place in November 2016.